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Abstract Time-Dependent Transport Equations 
R. BEALS* 
AND 
V. PROTOPOPESCU 
We consider the abstract time-dependent linear transport equation as an initial- 
boundary value evolution problem in the Banach spaces L,. 1 < p < cc, or on a 
space of measures on a (possibly time-dependent) kinetic phase space. Existence, 
uniqueness, dissipativity, and positivity results are proved for very general, possibly 
time-dependent, transport operators and boundary conditions. When the phase 
space, boundary conditions. and transport operator are independent of time, 
corresponding results are obtained for the associated semigroup. ’ 1987 Academic 
Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a general formulation, discussion, and solution 
of the initial-boundary value problem for abstract time-dependent linear 
kinetic equations. 
Linear kinetic equations are intended to describe the evolution of neutral 
or charged fluids under certain conditions of rarefaction and interaction. 
There is an extensive literature studying various realizations of these 
equations for different geometries and boundary conditions (BC). These 
realizations include neutron transport, radiative transfer, BGK-related 
models, the Lorentz gas, the linearized Boltzmann equation for various 
intermolecular potentials, the Fokker-Planck, Landau-Balescu, and 
linearized Vlasov equations, and diverse combinations. 
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Our aim here is to provide a rigorous, unified, and efficient treatment of 
the basic questions of existence, uniqueness, dissipativity, and positivity for 
this type of equation without special assumptions on the geometry, the BC, 
or the exact form of the operators. 
We consider a general time-dependent transport problem for a dis- 
tribution function u depending on position X, velocity <, and time t in an 
arbitrary multidimensional geometry: 
The term Du/Dt gives the total time derivative along the trajectory and 
takes the form 
where the separate terms may not have sense independently. The 
acceleration a describes the total force acting on the particles; it has two 
components. The first is an extrinsic force field, taken into account 
according to Newtonian dynamics. The second component is inter- 
molecular and would introduce nonlinearities; it is approximated in the 
linear theory by self-consistent or stochastic schemes and is modelled 
accordingly. Thus the force will be considered here as external. For 
technical reasons we also consider it to be local: u = u(.Y, <, t). The locality 
condition excludes non-Markovian transport processes and more realistic 
plasma problems; we hope to return to such problems at a later time. 
The collision term A, u describes the change of u due to scattering, 
absorption, creation, etc. The essential “transport” character of the 
equation appears in the streaming term (1.2) and persists even in nonlocal 
formulations. Transport theories have traditionally dealt with processes 
characterized by mean free paths which are much longer than the distance 
over which a collision takes place, such as neutron transport, ther- 
malization and slowing down, radiative transfer, and rarefied gas dynamics. 
Particle trunsport means that free streaming dominates collision. However, 
one may also consider the high density limit. in which the mean free path is 
comparable to the collision length, such as the motion of molecules in a 
liquid or of ions in a dense plasma. In this limit collision dominates 
streaming. The mathematical distinction between these two limits is seen in 
the boundedness or unboundedness of the operator A,. More precisely, 
one can assume that A, takes the form 
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where h is a nonnegative measurable function (the collision frequency) and 
the operator A is bounded (long mean free paths) or unbounded (collisions 
dominate). Despite substantial differences, the two limits share in general 
such features as dissipativity and preservation of positivity. 
For any specific approximation or model the collision operator A, could 
in principle be written explicitly, based on the microscopic (quantum) 
behavior of the host medium; indeed this is necessary in order to obtain 
exact solutions. Nevertheless this is a formidable task and it seems 
worthwhile to make a qualitative study with no special assumptions about 
A, so that the results are not model-dependent. 
The basic question is what kind of initial and BC guarantee a well-posed 
problem: one for which solutions exist, are unique, and depend con- 
tinuously on the data. This question has been studied, with various degrees 
of rigor, for many concrete problems of transport theory. From causal con- 
siderations one expects the time-dependent problem to be well-posed if the 
initial distribution, the sources within the region, and the current incident 
on the surface are known. Thus in a possibly time-dependent region LI, and 
velocity domain S, one seeks a solution of 
for .YEQ~,~ES,,O<~<T; 
4x, r, 0) = %(X, 517 for x E Q,, 5 E So; 
u t-x, t> f) = Ku+ (~3 i”, 2) + g(.x, t, 11, 
(x,[)eB andO<t<T. 
(1.4a) 
(1.4b) 
(1.4c) 
Here the initial distribution uO, the internal sources f, and the incident 
current g are known, B (resp. B, ) is the incoming (resp. outgoing) part 
of the phase space boundary, U+ denotes the restriction of u to B+ , and K 
is an operator describing boundary processes such as pure absorption 
(K = 0), specular or partial reflection, etc. The operators A, and K are 
allowed to depend on time. 
We show by a direct analysis that the problem (1.4) is well-posed in L, 
spaces, 1 d p < co, and in the space of bounded measures, under the follow- 
ing assumptions: 
No trajectories of the vector field X 
of (1.2) reach infinity in finite time; (1.6) 
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the linear operators A and K are bounded 
and local in time, and 11 KII < 1. (1.7) 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give precise for- 
mulations of the problem (1.4) and the assumptions and we state the main 
results, summarized in Theorems l-5. 
Section 3 contains the proofs of the five theorems stated in Section 2, 
based on several technical propositions including a general Green’s identity 
(Proposition 1). Similar identities are commonly used, but are not always 
justified or even justifiable; see also Voigt [28] for a careful discussion of 
such points. 
The more delicate case of conservative boundaries (/I KII = 1) is studied in 
Section 4. Uniqueness remains true in the original formulation, but to 
obtain existence one needs to allow a wider class of functions. 
The technical propositions of Section 2 and some auxiliary results about 
traces on the boundary of functions and measures are proved in a general 
setting in Section 5. 
When A, h, Q, S, and K do not depend on time, a semigroup approach is 
also possible. In Section 6 the analogues of Theorems l-5 are formulated 
for this more special (but common) situation in transport theory. The 
proofs are sketched in Section 7. 
To conclude this introduction we comment briefly on the relevant 
literature. An exhaustive bibliography is impossible and would in any case 
be of limited relevance for this discussion, since most existence and uni- 
queness results have been proved for special situations: specific collision 
operators, no force term, regular and stationary geometries, purely absorb- 
ing or specularly reflecting BC, and specific function spaces (usually L, 
or L2). Recently a unifying trend has swept over stationary transport 
problems and one can say that the general existence and uniqueness theory 
in one dimension is settled in L, for any reasonable operators A and K, 
while much finer results are available in L2; see, for example [ 10, 51, and 
the references there. A similar unifying approach which would deal at once 
with most of the interesting situations has been lacking in time-dependent 
transport theory. There have, however, been various successes in removing 
some of the special restrictions mentioned above, though sometimes at the 
proce of imposing other restrictions. 
The first complete, rigorous treatment of the time-dependent 
monoenergetic linear Bolzmann equation was given by Lehner and Wing 
[15], who established the standard for the field; they worked in a one- 
dimensional geometry with purely absorbing BC (K = 0) and obtained 
detailed results in L,. Cercignani [7] considered the generalization to 
three-dimensional geometries with general BC, also in L,. Vidav [27] 
extended the results to three-dimensional geometry and any L,, but only 
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for K= 0. Under the same condition, a more relined analysis was carried 
out in I,, by Larsen and Zweifel [ 143. An important restriction here is that 
S be compact. Under the same assumptions, K = 0 and S compact, with 
also some regularity conditions on A,, Shikhov and Shkurpelov [22] 
obtained existence and uniqueness results in any L,, as well as numerous 
detailed results about the asymptotics of the evolution semigroup. (This 
impressive work is often overlooked by Western authors.) General results 
about existence, uniqueness, and asymptotics of Boltzmann-like equations 
in L, (K = 0) have recently been summarized by Hejtmanek [ 121; see also 
the last three chapters of [ 133. Greiner [ I1 ] gives a fairly complete treat- 
ment of the problem in L, and states the results for any L,. Again the 
assumptions are K = 0, S compact. (For practical purposes S compact is 
not a serious limitation and leads to many important compactness results 
about A, with strong implications for the asymptotics.) 
The first careful analysis of the transport problem generated by 4 . a/ax 
alone, under general BC in L, , is due to Voigt [28], who discusses 
thoroughly the Green’s identity which is necessary for the analysis. Earlier 
generalizations of the existence and uniqueness results by Cercignani [7] 
and Scharf [20] to general BC in L2 seem to overlook difficulties related to 
this point and to the case of conservative boundaries. 
The transport problem in the whole space has been solved for the 
linearlized Boltzmann equation by Arsen’ev [I]. More recent con- 
siderations of the problem are due to the Japanese school, which studies 
the linearized problem as a prerequisite for solving nonlinear transport 
problems. The extensive paper of Shizuta [23] contains infinite medium 
results in any L,, a good review of perturbation methods, and up-to-date 
references. 
An external force (a #O) in the transport equation was taken into 
account by Scharf [20], Molinet [17], and Drange 191. The latter proves 
existence and uniqueness for infinite geometry and any L,. The proof was 
extended by Bartolomaus and Wilhelm [3] to take boundaries into 
account. Many results in the presence of a force term have actually been 
obtained in connection with the nonlinear transport equation in an as yet 
unsuccessful attempt to prove global existence and uniqueness for the full 
nonlinear Boltzmann equation with any initial data; see [26] and the 
related work by Povzner and Glikson cited there. Recent results of this 
type are due to Asano [2] and Tabata [25] in a Hilbert space setting. 
As a general rule, the results cited above have been obtained by 
semigroup or spectral methods, since A 1, K, Sz, and S have consistently 
been assumed independent of time. Belleni-Morante and Farano [6] 
applied perturbation semigroup techniques to treat a time-dependent 
spatial domain Q for a one-dimensional monoenergetic model in L,. 
Palczewski [ 193 studied a time-dependent Bolzmann-like collision 
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operator with time-dependent domain and boundary in L, Earlier general 
discussions of time-dependent BC per se (not included in a transport 
problem context) are due to Cercignani [8] and Barwinkel and 
Schmidt [4]. 
We mention also the results of Schnute and Shinbrot [21] for the use of 
the trajectory method rather than the semigroup approach. Schnute and 
Shinbrot start from the Liouville equation with conservative BC only, and 
consider the trajectories in the Gibbs (rather than the Boltzmann) phase 
space. Some crucial points, e.g., existence of a global solution for almost 
every initial configuration and existence of traces, are simply assumed to 
hold. 
Some comments about functional spaces are in order. The Lz-setting of 
Lehner and Wing 1151, suggested by the analogy with quantum 
mechanics, is often convenient, but the interpretation of u as a particle den- 
sity makes positivity and the L,-norm the physically relevant aspects. Yet 
the argument favoring L, rather than Lz on physical grounds, now com- 
monly cited for time-dependent problems, is commonly ignored for 
stationary problems (where the L, theory has so far yielded more refined 
results). As observed by Vidav [27], the same argument applies, perhaps 
with more force, to the space of measures. This space allows for pointlike 
sources and collisions, as well as point particle distributions. Vidav found 
the space of measures to be inconvenient for technical reasons, however, 
and worked in L,. Suhadolc and Vidav [24] included measures in their 
analysis of time-dependent three-dimensional transport, but their results 
were obtained only under some rather restrictive conditions which exclude 
many physically interesting situations. As we show below, the space of 
measures is well-suited for direct study of the time-dependent problem (1.4) 
under very general conditions, though not so well-suited for the semigroup 
approach. 
After submitting this paper the authors learned of Bardos’ paper [29] 
which contains as an application the first systematic approach to a trans- 
port equation by the trajectory method. The main idea is the same, 
although the analysis does not include measures, external forces, or general 
boundary conditions. 
2. THE TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEM: DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Let Z be a smooth manifold (not necessarily connected) imbedded in 
R”XR”XtR={(X,~,t)} and contained in the slab R” x R” x (0, T). We 
consider two general cases, each of which involves a vector field X, a 
positive Bore1 measure p on C such that bounded sets have finite measure, 
and a nonnegative function h defined on 2 and integrable with respect to p 
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over every bounded set. The two case include a large variety of models 
commonly occurring in linear transport theory. 
First Case. For each i” E R” the slice C(5) = {(x, t): (x, 5, t) EC) is a 
(possibly empty) open set in R” x (0, T). The vector field and measure have 
the form 
X=(.2 
3X’ 
dp(x, 5, t) = dx dp(() dt. (2.1) 
Typical examples have the form 
z‘= sz x s x (0, T) (2.2) 
where Q is open in 53” and S is a finite union of spheres or spherical shells 
in R”. Note that this covers the monoenergetic, multigroup, and full 
velocity-dependent models in unbounded, partly bounded, and bounded 
convex or nonconvex simply-connected or multiply-connected geometries. 
In general, the position-velocity domain n need not be a Cartesian product 
Q x s. 
Second Case. C is open in R” x R” x (0, 7) and the vector field and 
measure have the form 
The vector valued function a is assumed to be Lipschitz-continuous on the 
closure z‘ and to satisfy two conditions. The first is the divergence-free con- 
dition 
,J $ a,(4 i’, t) = 0. (2.4) 
The second is a condition on the integral curves of the vector field Y = 
a/at + X, i.e., the solutions (x(s), c(s), (t(s)) of the system 
d-x 
5, 
dt 
-= 
ds 
2 = 4.-c t, t), z= 1, (2.5) 
with initial conditions (X(Q), ((s,), t(so)) E Z, extended over the maximal s- 
interval for which the curve lies in ,X. (This interval has length at most T.) 
The condition is 
Any integral curve of Y remains in a bounded region of C. (2.6) 
Here again in typical examples Z has the form (2.2). 
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Remarks. ( 1) The divergence-free condition (2.4) is satisfied for 
the most commonly considered force, the Lorentz force a(x, <, 1) = 
E(x, t) - B(x, t) x l. 
(2) Condition (2.6) is trivially true when ,Z is bounded. It is also true 
when 
la(-~, i’, [)I d C(1 + Ix + 151). (2.7) 
Indeed let J’(x, <, t)= 1 + lxl*+ ItI’. On an integral curve, (2.7) and the 
Schwarz inequality give 
By Gronwall’s inequality one deduces that ,f(.u, <, t) <exp C,lrl, so ,f 
remains bounded on any integral curve. 
(3) We make no convexity assumptions on z nor regularity 
assumptions about the boundary 
c?c = /nJ. (2.8) 
Under our assumptions on X, each integral curve of Y = ?/2r + X defined 
on an interval (so, s,) has a limit at s,, and also a limit at s,, each lying in 
81. Referring to these as the left and right limit points, respectively, we 
define Bore1 sets 
D’ cSL: (2.9) 
D ~ (resp. D + ) is the set of all left (resp. right) limit points of integral cur- 
ves of Y. (In general these sets are not disjoint and do not exhaust (;7X. 
However, if 82 is piecewise smooth both D+ n D and aZ\(D+ u D ~ ) are 
negligible, in the sense that the union of all associated integral curves in 2’ 
has p-measure zero; see Section 5.) 
We show in Section 5 that there are unique positive Bore1 measures rf 
on D’ such that the Green’s identity 
i, Yv dp = j” 
II ’ 
v dv + - i, v dv (2.10) 
is valid for every v in a certain space @ of test functions. To see what this 
means in a representative example, suppose C has the form (2.2) and that 
X has the form (2.1) or that X has the form (2.3) but S= [w”. Suppose Q 
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has a piecewise smooth boundary 8~2, and at a point x of the smooth part 
let n(x) denote the unit outer normal. Set 
c, = {(x, <)E&2 *(.n(x)>O}, (2.11) 
c, = {(x, 4, t): (x, <) E n 1. (2.12) 
Then up to negligible sets, 
D- z [Cm x (0, T)] uz‘,,, 
DC cz [C, x (0, n1 u c, 
(2.13) 
Moreover if do denotes surface measure on ?L?, then 
dv’ = \4.n(.u)/ do(x) dp(<) dt on C+ x (0, T); (2.14) 
dvt = d-x dp(t) on E,uZ, (2.15) 
where, in Case 2, dp(t) = dt. 
In the general case we introduce decompositions of D’ into spatial and 
temporal pieces as in (2.13): 
D-=B UB,,, D+=B+vB, (2.16) 
where B, consists of [(x, e, t) E D +: 0 < t < T;, 
B,,= {(.K, C,O)ED 1, B, = ;(.Y, <, T)E D+ ). 
If II belongs to the (real) function space L,(Z, dp), 1 d p < ;CI, it may be 
considered in the usual way as a distribution: 
(u, u)=JL uvdp, L’ E c,; (C). (2.17) 
We find it convenient to replace the usual space of test functions by a 
larger one QO, 
cc; (C) c a,, c @. (2.18) 
The distribution derivative is defined in the usual way, leading to 
(Yu,u)--(u, Yv), v E Do. (2.19) 
DEFINITION. Suppose u and Yu belong to L,,(L’, dp). A pair of functions 
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ui in LP,,OC(D+, dv’) 1s said to be a trace for u if the extended Green’s 
identity is valid: 
(Yu,u)+(u, Yu)=j,l+u’odv’-jn u vdv , all GE@. (2.20) 
The precise definitions of the function spaces Qo, @, and Lp,,oC(D*, dv*) 
are given in Section 5, and it is shown that every such function has a uni- 
que trace. In order to make sense of the boundary conditions and of an 
associated Green’s identity, one wants to assume a global condition on the 
trace. 
DEFINITION. For 1 < p < co, E,, is the space of real functions u E 
L,(C, dp) such that ( Y + h) u belongs to L,(Z, dp) and such that the trace 
U* belongs to L,(D’, dv’ ). 
We decompose the measures and traces according to the decomposition 
(2.16) ofD’: 
dv = (dv ~ , dv,,), dv + = (dv + , dv T), (2.21) 
V -l.‘+/B+, +- “0 = v I 8,) 3 v7=v+(R,, 
Ii =(u >U”), II+ =(u+,uT). (2.22) 
Then (2.15) becomes 
dv, = d.x dp on B,, dv,= d.u dp on BT. (2.23) 
We are finally ready to give precise statements of the results for time- 
dependent problems. Suppose A and K are bounded linear operators, 
A: L,,G dp) -+ L,(& 4) (2.24) 
K: LJB,, dv,) ---f LJB , dv ). (2.25) 
These operators are assumed to be local in time in the sense that if k is a 
bounded continuous function of t alone. then 
A(ku) = kAu, K(kg) = kKg. (2.26) 
This assumption excludes processes which are non-Markovian in time: it 
can be eliminated, at the price of other restrictions. 
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Our results concern the following abstract time-dependent linear trans- 
port problem: 
Yu+hu+Au=~+Xu+hu+Au=,f in C; (2.27a) 
, 
uo= go on 4,; (2.27b) 
u- =Ku++g.m on BP. (2.27~) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A and K satisjj (2.24)-(2.26), with 1 d p < co, and 
suppose K has operator norm 11 KlI < 1. Then for any ,f in L,(C, dp) and any 
g = (g ~, go) in LJD ~, dv ), the problem (2.27) has a unique solution u in 
E,,. Moreover, there is a constant C = C(p, A,, K) such that the L,-norms qf 
u and uT. satisfy 
II4 + IIUTII 6 CCIlf II + /I‘d I. (2.28) 
Slightly weaker results hold when /I KIl = 1; see Section 4. 
Because of the physical interpretation of the problem (2.27) one is 
interested in properties of positivity and dissipativity. 
DEFINITION. Problem (2.27) is positive if the solution u is nonnegative 
whenever the data (f, g) are nonnegative. An operator S between spaces of 
real functions or measures is positive if u 3 0 implies Su 3 0; we write S 3 0. 
THEOREM 2. In addition to the assumptions qf Theorem 1, suppose K > 0 
and suppose ,for some real Ao, %. I - A > 0. Then problem (2.27) is positive. 
In addition to its traces uo, uT, a solution of (2.27) has a trace u, on each 
slice {(x, 5): (x, 5, t)eC). 
DEFINITION. Problem (2.27) is dissipative if llutil d lluoll for 0 6 t d T 
whenever f = 0 and g = 0. 
THEOREM 3. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, suppose that 
for every u E E,, 
i‘ (sgn u)lul p ‘(hu + Au) dp 3 0. (2.29) .?z 
Then problem (2.27) is dissipative. 
In the positive case, it is enough to assume (2.29) only for nonnegative u 
when p = 1. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose p = 1 and suppose in addition to the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 that (2.29) holds for every u E E, with u > 0. Then problem (2.27) 
is dissipative. 
Theorems 1 and 4 have analogues for measures. Let M(C) denote the 
space of bounded Bore1 measures on Z. Again for u E M(C) one considers u 
as a distribution and defines YU as before: 
<wC=j-Lvdu, VE@; (2.30) 
(Yu, 0) = - (u, Yv), VE@(). (2.31) 
A pair of measures u * on D * is said to be a trace for u E M(Z) if YU is 
also in M(Z) and 
(Yu,v)+(u, Yv)=~~~+vdu+-/o-vdu , all VE@. (2.32) 
It will be proved in Section 5 that any such measure has a unique trace. 
DEFINITION. E, is the set of positive bounded Bore1 measures u E M(Z) 
such that (Y + h)u belongs to M(Z) and the trace U* consists of bounded 
measures. The norm is IIulI = u(C) when u is positive. 
We consider bounded linear operators 
A: M(Z) + M(2I), K: M(B+) -+ M(BJ (2.33) 
K30, (/I(+ A) 3 0; (2.34) 
A(ku) = k/h, K(kg) = kKg (2.35) 
for every bounded continuous function k = k(t). 
THEOREM 5. Under the assumptions (2.33)-(2.35), if IIKII < 1 then the 
problem (2.27) has a unique solution u E E, for each pair qf nonnegative 
measures f E M(C), g E M( D ). Moreover there is a constant C such that 
(2.28) holds. If in addition 
i‘ (hdu+dAu)>O (2.36) ,? 
for every nonnegative u in M(Z), then the problem (2.27) is dissipative. 
Again there is a somewhat weaker result when /IK:/I = 1; see Section 4. 
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The strategy for proving Theorems 1 and 2 is to give a direct construc- 
tion of the solution when A = 0 and K = 0, and then to use a Green’s iden- 
tity to yield estimates which permit passage to the general case by a pertur- 
bation analysis. This Green’s identity is also the foundation for Theorems 3 
and 4. The proof of Theorem 5 is similar. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 THROUGH 5 
The proofs of Theorems 1 through 5 depend on the following two 
Propositions, which are proved in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION I. Suppaw u und (Y+ h) u belong to LJZ’, dp), where 
I < p < xl. Then u has u unique truce ul. Moreover, if u belongs to 
L,(D , do ) then us’ belongs to L,(D+, thv’ ), hlul” and lu/” ‘Yzi are 
integrable, und 
zzz S Iu 1”r.b +~~Lsgn(~)/~/I’ ‘(Y+h)u&. (3.1 ) 
0 
PROPOSITION 2. Given ,f’ in L,,( ,?I, dp ) and g in L,,( D , dv ), K,here 
1 d p < CCI, there is a unique ,function u in E,, such that 
(Y+h)u=,f inL, 14 =g 0nD (3.2) 
Moreover, lf‘,f’ crnd g ure nonnegative, so is II. 
Throughout this section we assume (2.24).-(2.26) and also that /I Kll < 1. 
Given J-E R we consider also the modified problem 
( Y + h + A + EL )= ,f in Z; (3.3a) 
UlJ = Ko on 4,; (3.3b) 
11 =Ku, +g onB-. (3.3c) 
PROPOSITION 3. The Problem (2.27) bus a unique solution if’ and only if 
the problem (3.3) has a unique solution. Moreover, nonnegative solutions of 
(2.27) correspond to nonnegative solutions of (3.3). 
Proqf: Set u;(.x, 5, t) = e “u(.Y, 5, t) and define ,fj and gj similarly. 
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Because of assumption (2.26), u solves (2.27) with data (.f; g) if and only if 
u;, solves (3.3) with data (.I;, g;,). 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose u belongs to EI, and satkji’es (3.3a) &there 2 > 0 
and f is in L,(Z, dp). Then 
Ilu+ll”+~llull~~IIu~~ll~+~‘~ qAu-.fllP. (3.4) 
Proof. Since Yu = - (/I+ A + E,) u + f’ and h is >/O, (3.4) follows 
immediately from (3.1) when p = 1. When p > 1, (3.1) gives 
Choose q = p(p - 1) ‘, so p ’ + q ’ = 1. We use the inequality 
ab<p-‘ap+y- lb”, a, b>O 
with 
a=j~~‘IYIAu-,fl, b=jb”“lul”-’ 
and integrate to obtain 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
-(p-l)Ajl lul”dp. (3.8) 
The desired inequality (3.4) follows from (3.5) and (3.8). 
Proof qf Theorem 1. Let us begin with (3.3) when A = 0, K = 0, I. > 0: 
(Y+h+A)u=f, zc =g, 3. > 0. (3.9) 
Propositions 2 and 3 give the existence of a unique solution which we 
denote by 
u = Si(.L .!Th (3.10) 
The inequality (3.4) gives 
lIu+ ll”+~“llulIp~ llgll”+i’~~“ll.~ll”. (3.11) 
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Therefore one has the inequalities 
llS,(f, O)ll 62 -‘Ilfll; 
II~,~f,~~+l16~~‘+‘~Pllfll~ 
IISAO> g)/l 6~-“%ll~ 
IlS,(O, g)‘Il G llgll. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Consider next the case K = 0, 2 > /I A I/ : 
(Y+h+A+i)u=f, u-=g, 1, ’ IIA II. (3.16) 
We look for a solution having the form 
u = sj.(f*, g), f* E L,(Z 41, (3.17) 
where f * is to be determined. The necessary and sufftcient condition for u 
given by (3.17) to solve (3.16) is 
f * + AS,(f *, g)=f: (3.18) 
Now S,(f *, g) = S,(f *, 0) + Si(O, g), so (3.18) becomes 
(I+ Lj.).f* =,f-ASj.(O, g) (3.19) 
where 
L,.f * = ASj.(.f *r O), .f * 6 L,(Z 4). (3.20) 
Now (3.12) implies that the operator norm satisfies 
llL;.II <I.-‘II4 < 1. 
Thus (3.18) has the unique solution 
f * = f (-Lj.)“Cf - ASj.(O> S)l 
m=O 
We denote the solution of (3.16) by 
24 = Ti(f, g). 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
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In particular, when f= 0 the identities (3.17) (3.22) and the inequalities 
(3.12)-(3.15) and (3.21) give estimates 
II T;.(O, 8) + II = II s;.u*t 8) + II 
= /IS;(O, ‘fT1+ SA.f*> o)+ II 
G II gll + 2 ’ + ’ w* II 
d llgll +A- ‘+‘+(l -1. -‘l/Ajl))‘i” ‘IPIIAlj /)gl/ 
= Cl +O.- lbll)- ‘ll4ll ll~ll. (3.24) 
The final case to consider for Theorem 1 is 
(Y+h+A+i)u=,f; u =K,u+ +g (3.25) 
where we have set 
K,: L,(B+, dv +) --f L&B- , dv ), 
K,(u+ 3 ~7) = (Ku,, 0). 
(3.26) 
Let us look for a solution of (3.26) having the form 
u = Tj.(.f; g*)t g”EL,(D , dv ) (3.27) 
where g* is to be determined. The necessary and sufficient condition is 
g*=g+K,T;.(.f; g*)+, (3.28) 
so we require 
(I-M,)g*=g+K,T,(,f,O)+ (3.29) 
where 
Mj. g* = K, Tj.(O, g* I+, g* E L,(D , dv ). (3.30) 
The inequality (3.24) implies IlMj-lI < 1 provided 
i> IIJ‘II, Cl + V- ll4~‘II41 IIKII < 1. (3.31) 
Thus for such i, (3.25) has the unique solution (3.27) (3.28) where 
g* = f M’,“[g+ K, T,.(j; O)‘]. (3.32) 
,,1 =o 
Note that at each stage of this construction we may obtain estimates for 
Ilull and I/uTII in terms of lj,flI and 11 gll, provided A satisfies (3.31). Con- 
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verting to the problem with A = 0 by the method of Proposition 3 gives 
estimates for that case as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proqf of Theorem 2. Here we are assuming K> 0 and (&- A) >, 0, 
and f 3 0, g 3 0. In view of Proposition 3 we may replace A by A ~ A0 I and 
assume 
-A>O. (3.33) 
We now follow the proof of Theorem 1. The case A = 0, K = 0 is dealt with 
by Proposition 2. This and Proposition 3 give positivity of the solution 
operator: 
sj.(fi 8) 3 O if ,f>Oand 830. (3.34) 
Next assume K = 0 and A > //All. The solution T,(f, g) of (3.16) is given 
by (3.17) and (3.22), while the operator L;. of (3.20) is negative. From 
(3.33) and (3.34) we obtain 
-AS>.(f), g) 3 0 if g 3 0. (3.35) 
Therefore when ,f 3 0 and g >, 0 the series (3.22) implies ,f* >, 0, which 
implies u = S,(f *, g) > 0. In short we have 
T;(.L g) 20 if ,I’> 0, g 3 0. (3.36) 
Finally, consider the general problem (3.25). Because of (3.35) and (3.27) 
it is enough to prove g* > 0. But (3.32), (3.30), and positivity of K imply 
g*>O when f >,O and 830. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose u E E, satisfies 
(Y+h+A)u=O, II- =Ku+. (3.37) 
The identity (3.1) gives 
-P j‘,. (w u)lul P-‘(hu+ Au) dp. (3.38) 
Since K is assumed to have norm < 1, the inequality (2.29) implies 
IIUTII G II%ll. (3.39) 
The argument for intermediate values U, is the same. 
Proqf qf Theorem 4. In the positive case, the preceding argument gives 
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(3.39) when u satisfies (3.37) and u0 3 0, provided (2.29) holds for non- 
negative U. When p = 1 this sufftces to obtain (3.39) for any solution. In fact 
write u0 = ub - u;l with u; > 0, ~6 3 0, and z&u: = 0. Then the solution u is a 
difference U’ - U” and 
IIu711 d llu;ll + IId G II411 + ll4Jll = lI~~~I/~ 
The proof of Theorem 5 follows closely the lines of the proofs of 
Theorems 2 and 3, once one has substitutes for Propositions 1 and 2. We 
begin by stating these substitutes, which are proved in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose u and (Y + h) u belong to M(X). Then u has II 
unique trace u +, and u 2 0 implies u+ 2 0. !f‘ u 2 0 und u is a bounded 
measure, then so are u + and Yu, und 
u’(D’)=u-(D-)+[Yu](‘q. (3.40) 
PROPOSITION 6. Given ,f in M(Z) and g in M(D ) ~rlifh j’> 0 und g 3 0, 
there is a unique measure u in E, such that 
(Y+h)u=f onZ, u- =g 0nD. (3.41 ) 
Proof CI~ Theorem 5. Once again one may consider the problem (3.3) 
with A chosen conveniently. If u E E,, is a solution, then by definition it is 
positive and the identity (3.40) implies 
llu + II + aull d IIU II + IIAu -.f‘lI3 (3.42) 
llU+ll + CL- ll4) Ilull G llu II + lI.f’ll. (3.43) 
This is the analogue of the inequality (3.4) which was basic to the proof of 
Theorem 1. For measures we have established it only when ~30, so there 
is no analogue of the full Theorem 1. However, the proofs of Theorems 2 
and 4 carry over. We leave the details to the reader. 
4. THE CASE IlK/l = 1 
In this section we consider problem (2.27) when g = 0 and IlKI = I. 
Specifically, the problem is 
(Y+h+A)u=f in C, (4.1 a 
uo = go on 4, (4.1 b 
u =Kll, onB (4.lc 
We assume (2.24))( 2.26). 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose JjK\j = 1. Given f in L,(Z, dp) and g, in 
L,(B,,, dv,), the problem (4.1) has at most one solution u in E,. 
Prooj: By the Proposition 3 we may replace A by A + i.Z. It is enough 
to show that the problem has oniy the trivial solution when f = 0 and 
g, = 0. For such a solution, identity (3.1) gives 
IlU~l~“+~Plld”= IIKu+l/“- liU+~~~-p~~sgn(u)iul”~ ‘Aud,u 
G PIIAII l141P. (4.2) 
When A> IJAIl, this inequality forces u = 0. 
To obtain a satisfactory existence result, we strengthen the assumptions 
on the operators A and K and weaken the requirement on a solution. 
Specifically , we impose the conditions of Theorem 2: 
K>O, lLOZ - A 3 0. (4.3 1 
The positivity condition (4.3) implies that K can be extended to a larger 
class of functions. Suppose (u,,,) is a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative 
functions in L,(B, , dv +) with pointwise limit u. Then (Ku,,,) is also non- 
decreasing and has limit depending only on L’, so we may extend K by 
setting 
Ku = lim Ku,,, (4.4) nr 
A natural procedure in trying to solve (4.1) is to replace K by K,,,, m = 
1, 2, 3,...; 
Km = E,,, K (4.5) 
where E, is an increasing sequence of nonnegative scalars with limit 1. Then 
ilK,ll = E, < 1, so then the problem (4.1) with K replaced by K,,, has a uni- 
que solution u,. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose the operators A, K .sati.sfj (2.24)-(2.26) and (4.3), 
and suppose IlKI = 1. Suppose f~ L,(C, dp) and gE L,(B,, dv,) are non- 
negative. Let K,,, = E, K where 0 < E, < 1 and (E,) is increasing with limit 1, 
and let u, be the solution of (4.1) with K, in place of K. Then the sequence 
(u,) is nondecreasing and converges in norm to a function u E L,(Z, d&c). This 
,funciion salisfies (4.la) and has trace safisfying (4.lb) and also (4.1~) with K 
extended. Moreover, u is independent of the choice qf the sequence (e,,). 
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Proqf: Let r,(j; g) denote the solution operator for the problem 
(Y+h+A)u=,f in C, (4.6a) 
&I = go on B,, (4.6b) 
u- =K,u++g~- onB-. (4.6~) 
Fix m, for the moment and suppose m 3 m,. We can look for the solution 
to (4.6) in the form 
urn = T,?,“(f; g* )> (4.7) 
Now K, - K,,, is positive, so we may (after introducing a parameter 1, $0) 
repeat the argument proving Theorem 2 to conclude that g* 3 (0, g,). 
Since T,,,, is positive this gives 
um 3 U,,Q if m3m,. (4.8 1 
Since the sequence (u,,,) is nondecreasing and positive, to show that the 
pointwise limit belongs to L, and is the limit in norm, it is enough to 
obtain a uniform L,, bound for the u,,. Once again, we may replace A by 
A + j-Z with 2 > IIA /I and use the analogue of (4.2) to obtain 
Il~~,~,~IIIp+~“~ll~,,~Ilp6 //gdl”+ pll4 //~,,,lIp+ pll.fll llu,,,lIP-‘. (4.9) 
Thus 
lI%?lI G C;.,,(ll ‘Toll + llf II 1. (4.10) 
Transforming as in Proposition 3, we obtain the result with i. = 0 as well. 
The inequality (4.9) does not give a uniform bound for (u,,?)+ , so we 
cannot conclude convergence in E,,. Nevertheless the proof of 
Proposition 1 will show that Yu,, converges in L,(Z, dp), so (4. la) is 
satisfied. Moreover there is a uniform bound for (u,,,)~ from (4.9) so 
(%)r+ UT in norm in Lp( B,, dvT). (4.11 ) 
Finally, the pointwise limits satisfy 
u =lim(u,) =lim K,,,(u,,,)+ =lim(~,,) K(u,,,)+ =lim K(u,,)+.(4.12) 
If (EL,) is a different sequence of scalars and (uh) the corresponding 
functions, the argument shows u, d ~4’~ when E,,, d EL; uniqueness follows. 
An analogous result holds for the space of measures. The proof is essen- 
tially the same, so we give only the statement. Again, suppose (E,~) is an 
increasing sequence of positive scalars with limit 1. 
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THEOREM 8. Suppose the operators A and K satbfy (2.33)-(2.35) and 
suppose IlKI = 1. Supposef is in M(C), g, is in M(E,), andf and g are non- 
negative. Let K, = c,,, K and let u,, E E, he the unique solution of (4.6). Then 
the sequence (u,,) is nondecreasing and converges in norm in M(Z) to a 
measure u E M(C). The measure u is independent qf the choice of (c,,,), 
satiJfies (4.1 a), and has a trace which satisfies (4.1 b). Finally, in the sense of 
weak-* convergence qf measures, 
urn = lim K(G) + on B ~. (4.13) 
,>I + 1. 
Remark. The prototypical case here is pure specular reflection, where K 
has the form 
Kv(x, r, t) = v(.u, cp(.u, 5, t), t); (4.14) 
here cp(x, ., t) is a bijective measure-preserving transformation of B, to 
BP. The map E,,K represents partial reflection and partial absorption when 
0 <E,, < 1. Examination of this case shows that it is necessary, in general, 
to drop the requirement u E E,, in order to get a solution of (4.1). Indeed, if 
an integral curve of Y hits the boundary at a point (x, i;, t) E B, , let it be 
“continued” with starting point (x, cp(x, <, t), t)e B If there is no bound 
to the number of times such continued curves hit the boundary in time 
0 d t d T, then in general the solution to (4.1) given by Theorem 7 will not 
lie in E,, i.e., u* will not have finite norm. On the other hand, if there is 
such a bound to the number of hits, then (4.1) can be solved even with K 
replaced by EK with E > 1, so llcKll > 1. See Voigt 1281 for a discussion of 
various examples in the case L, = L, , A, = 0, a = 0, and K, Q, S indepen- 
dent of time. 
5. VECTOR FIELDS, FUNCTION SPACES, AND TRACES 
We consider a general setting which includes both cases described in Sec- 
tion 2. C is assumed to be a smooth manifold imbedded in R” and Y is a 
Lipschitz-continuous vector field defined on 1 which extends continuously 
to the closure of ,,?I and does not vanish at any point of the closure. Z is 
equipped with a positive Bore1 measure p for which bounded sets have 
finite measure. The vector field Y is assumed to be divergence-free with 
respect to p, in the sense that for 21 in the space Cl of compactly supported 
C’ functions. 
(5.1) 
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Given any point PEC, there is a unique maximal integral curve for Y 
passing through p, defined by 
-$ y(s) = Y](S), Y(O) = P. 
By the length of this curve we mean the length of the maximal s-interval 
over which the curve remains in C. We assume the following: 
Each maximal integral curve for Y in Z has 
length < T< m and has left and right limits. (5.3) 
Since Y is nonvanishing on the closure of Z:, the limit points he on the 
boundary 8Z; moreover each boundary point is a left (resp. right) limit of 
at most one integral curve. 
DEFINITION. D (resp. D+ ) is the subset of aZ consisting of all left 
(resp. right) limits of maximal integral curves for Y in L. 
Remark. As noted in Section 2, the sets D’ are not disjoint in general. 
For example, in Case 1 they are disjoint if and only if Z is convex. On the 
other hand, if J,X is piecewise C’ then the union of all integral curves which 
hit D+ n Do has p-measure zero in either Case 1 or Case 2. (This is a con- 
sequence of the easy case of Sard’s theorem; see [ 18, Proposition 1.4.71.) It 
will then follow from Proposition 8 below that D + n D has v +-measure 
zero. 
In view of what has been said, we may represent Z in the following way. 
Given any point .K E D there is a unique integral curve with s as left limit. 
The length of this curve is I(X), 0 <I(s) < T. After translation, the curve 
may be parametrized by the interval (0, I(x)). Thus we may identify 
‘?I% j(.u,.s):xuD ,O<.S</(.K)~. (5.4) 
D is a Bore1 set and 1 is a Bore1 function, so the Bore1 structure of Z is 
retained under (5.4). The identification (5.4) gives 
y-2, 
- (7s 
Also we now consider D’ as disjoint sets, 
D~z{(x,O):XED }, D+z ((x, l(x)): .K E D i. (5.6 
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Note that the bounded sets of .Z are exactly the subsets of sets of the form 
{(x,~):x~E,O<s<l(x)J, (5.7) 
where E is a bounded set in D -. 
We can now define the spaces of test functions. 
DEFINITION. @ is the space of Bore1 functions u on Z with the proper- 
ties: (i) u is continuously differentiable along each integral curve; (ii) u and 
Yu are bounded; (iii) the support of u is bounded and there is a positive 
lower bound to the lengths of the integral curves which meet the support 
of v. 
Note that if u is in @, it can be extended to be continuous at the ends of 
each integral curve. 
DEFINITION. Q0 is the space of functions in CD which have limit zero at 
the ends of each maximal integral curve. 
Remark. CJ(C) is included in Q0 and the identity (5.1) carries over to 
UE@(). 
PROPOSITION 7. There are unique positive Bore1 measures v * on D * such 
that 
lx Yudp=s udv+ -j udv, all UE @. (5.8) 
0+ I)- 
Proof: We use the identifications (5.4))(5.6). Suppose first that E, is a 
bounded subset of D- and that I(x) 3 6 > 0 for XE E,. Suppose u’ is a 
bounded Bore1 function defined on the set 
E= ((x, 0): XE E,} u {(x, I(x)): XE E,}. (5.9) 
Extend u’ to vanish on the rest of D- u D+ and set 
qx, s) = [ 1 - l(x))‘s] M’(X, 0) + I(.X))‘SW(X, f(x)), (5.10) 
x E D ~~. Then % belongs to @ and 
(5.11) 
It follows that the map us + j Yk dp is a bounded linear functional on the 
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set of such functions. Varying E, we see that there are unique Bore1 
measures vf on D + such that for every such w and +, 
jL Ylc d/J = j M' dv + - j 12' dv 
D+ rr 
(5.12) 
Note that YE is nonnegative if u’(x, I(x)) - 11(x, 0) is nonnegative, so P 
and v are positive. 
Now suppose u belongs to @. Let w be the restriction of u to D + u D 
and let R, be the extension (5.10). Then v= U- 17 belongs to @,,, so the 
identity (5.1) is valid for v. Combining (5.1) and (5.12), we obtain (5.8). 
PROPOSITION 8. In the realization (5.4), dp = dv ds = dv + ds. 
Prooj: Given 1%’ E @, set 
0 y) 
v(x, s) = - 
j, 
w(x, t) dt. (5.13) 
Then Yv=M. and v=O on D+, so (5.8) and Fubini’s theorem give 
s 11’ dp = - j v(x, 0) dv (x) = j w(s, s) dv (x) ds. (5.14) L n L 
A similar construction proves the second identity dp = dv+d.y. 
An easy corollary is that in the cases of Section 2, 
dv + = d.u dp(<) on B,,, B, (5.15) 
where dp(<) = (15 in Case 2. 
We use the identifications (5.4))(5.6) throughout the remainder of this 
section. 
DEFINITION. For 1 < p < co, LP.,Oc(Z, dp) is the space of measurable 
functions u with the property that lujp is integrable on every bounded sub- 
set of C on which 1(x, s)) ’ = I(x) -’ is bounded. 
Proof f3f Proposition 1. Suppose first 
u and YU belong to Lp,,oc(Zr dp). (5.16) 
Write u=u,+ U, where 
u,(x, s) = [ 1 - I(X) ‘s] 24(x, s). (5.17) 
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Then u0 = Yu, = [l - 1 ‘s] Yu-1 ‘U belongs to Lp,,OC(C, &). It follows 
from Proposition 8 that for a.e. x in C, 
2:()(x, . ) E L,((O, I(x)), cls). (5.18) 
For such x set 
Now suppose cp belong to @. Set 
ThenM:isin@andw=OonD ,so 
[ 1 -I(x) ‘s] M’ is in Do. 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
Integration by parts, Fubini’s theorem, and (5.21) give 
<ut, cp> = - CL’“, IV> 
= -((l-I-Is) Yu,w)+(l ‘u,w) 
= (u, Y( 1 -I- ‘s) W) + (U, 1 ‘W) 
= (u,,, YH.) = (4, 9). (5.22) 
Therefore we may identify u,) with ug *. Then for any 11’ E @ an integration by 
parts gives 
This shows that ~1~) has trace ~0~ = u,)( ., 0), 11,: = 0. A similar argument 
applies to U, and gives a trace ZI ’ on D+. Holder’s inequality applied to 
(5.19) shows 
and 
u = u. is in Ll,,loc(D , dv ), 
u t- - u 7 is in Lp,,oc( D + , dv + ). 
(5.24) 
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To see that the trace is unique we start with a function 12’ on D u D+ as 
in the proof of Proposition 7 and extend by (5.10). Then one must have 
i 
U’U + dv + - 
s 
M’U dv = (u, Y&F) + ( Yu, C). (5.25) 
n+ n 
The right side of (5.25) is uniquely determined by w and U, so u t are uni- 
que. 
Now suppose 
Set 
u and ( Y + h) u belong to L,(C, d,u). (5.26 
Then YE=H(Y+h)u, so 
I? and Yc belong to L ,,,, ,,(C, d/l). (5.28) 
It follows that ii has a trace, and thus u has a trace. To complete the proof, 
note first that a standard one-variable result implies that 1~1” has dis- 
tribution derivative 
Y( lul”) = p sgn(u)(ul p ’ Yu. (5.29) 
This function and IuI p belong to L I,,Oc(C, dp). It is easily seen that the trace 
(/ul”)’ is lu*lI’. If we apply the Green’s identity to II’E @ which is the 
characteristic function of a set 
z’=f(x,s):x~C CD ,O<s<l(x)}, (5.30) 
then the identity (3.1) holds with D’ replaced by C’ and C replaced by 
Z’. If u is globally in L,(D ~, dv ), then we may take C as the union of 
such sets Z’ and pass to the limit to obtain (3.1). 
Proof‘ of Proposition 2. Given .f in L,(Z, dp) and g in L,,(L) , dv ), set 
Ic(,~,.~)=g(~)exp(-Soh(.~,i)d~) 
h(x, CT) dc ,f(x, 1) dr ] 
_fi(s)rxp(-~~h(x,t)d,)+UI)(x..*). (5.31) 
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Clearly u is nonnegative if g and f are, and an integration by parts gives 
- 1 d-x) v(x) dv-(x) (5.32) 
for all II E @. To see that u belongs globally to L,, we note 
II4 G WI g/l + ll%ll~ 
d p ~ 1 ~PIl.fII p. (5.34) 
Finally, u is unique by an application of the same kind of argument which 
proved Proposition 1. Indeed for a.e. x E D -, u(x, ) must satisfy an 
ordinary differential equation on (0, f(x)) with given initial condition, so 
(5.3 1) is necessary. 
Pro@ of Proposition 5. We argue as in the proof of Proposition 7. 
Given w as in that proof, extended by (5.10), and given u such that u and 
YU are locally finite measures, the linear functional 
12’c-t (Yu, E) + (u, YG) 
corresponds to a unique pair of Bore1 measures ur on D’: 
(5.35) 
As before, the left side of (5.36) is independent of the extension @E @, so 
the Green’s identity is valid for v E @ and U* is the trace. If u is non- 
negative and if UJ 3 0 on D +, IQ d 0, on D ~, then the extension R may be 
replaced by a sequence of extensions ~2, with the properties 
Yw,,, 3 0, n’,, --f 0 pointwise on C, 
sup sup 1 u‘, 1 d constant. 
n, 1 
(5.37) 
Taking the limit in m in the Green’s identity gives 
I wdu+- .r 
wdu- 20. 
0+ ,I 
Therefore u * 2 0 when u 3 0. 
(5.38) 
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Finally, suppose u 20, u and (Y + h) u are bounded measures, and the 
trace up is a bounded measure. As in the previous section one may pass to 
the limit using the Green’s identity for characteristic functions of 
appropriate subsets to obtain (3.40). 
Proof gf Proposition 6. Suppose w belongs to @ and set 
0 Y) 
v(x, s)= - 1, w(x, t) dt. (5.39) 
Then Yv=w and v=O on D+, while 
SUP I$Y)I d TSUP l4.v)l. 
z t 
(5.40) 
Therefore there is a unique u E M(B) such that for all MS E @, 
(u, w)= - s 0 dg- (.fi u>. (5.41) n 
Note that w > 0 implies u d 0, so u is positive if f and g are. Clearly (5.41) 
implies Yu = f and u = g, since any v E @ which vanishes on D + can be 
written as an integral of the form (5.39). 
6. SEMIGROUP GENERATION: DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
As noted in the Introduction, it is natural to consider the semigroup 
approach when the various conditions of (2.27) are stationary. Thus if C 
has the form 
C = A x (0, T), A c R” x R” (6.1) 
and if A and K are bounded linear operators on functions defined on ,4 and 
its boundary, respectively, the solution of (2.27) with f = 0 and gP = 0 
should be given by the semigroup generated by the operator -(X + h + A) 
acting on functions which satisfy the BC up = Ku,. Our aim is to show 
that under reasonably general conditions this operator does generate a 
semigroup and to investigate when the semigroup is positive or contractive. 
Let n be a smooth manifold imbedded in R” x R”. Once again we con- 
sider two general cases, each involving a vector field X, a positive Bore1 
measure p on ,4 such that bounded sets have finite measure, and a non- 
negative function h which is integrable with respect to p on any bounded 
set. 
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First Case. For each [E R” the slice n(t)= (x: (x, 5)~ A} is an open 
set in R”. The vector field and measure have the form 
x+.l 
l?x’ 
d/4x, i’) = dx dp(i’). (6.2) 
Again, typical examples have the form 
A=QxS (6.3) 
where Q is open in R” and S is a finite union of spheres or spherical shells 
in KY’, but again we do not assume (6.3). 
Second Case. A is open in R” x R”, and the vector field and measure 
have the form 
The vector valued function a is assumed to be Lipschitz-continuous on the 
closure of /i and to satisfy the divergence-free condition 
(6.5) 
As before we also impose a condition on integral curves, in this case the 
integral curves of X. These are the curves (.K(s), C(.F)) with 
(6.6) 
with initial conditions in /i, extended over the maximal s-interval (so, s,). 
This interval is automatically all of I32 when the curve is stationary i.e., 
when it is a fixed point of the set 
A,,= ((x, [)~n: r=Oanda(x, t)=O}. (6.7 1 
Our assumption is that whenever the endpoint s0 or s, is finite, the curve 
has a corresponding left or right limiting value which lies in 
(6.8) 
Thus the integral curves do not approach either cc or the closure of /1,, in 
finite time. (This condition is automatic in Case 1 and whenever 
a(x, 5). t = 0.) 
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Again no assumptions are made about the convexity or regularity of the 
boundary. As before we define Bore1 sets 
B, can (6.9) 
where BP (resp. B + ) is the set of all left (resp. right) limit points of integral 
curves of X whose maximal interval of definition is finite to the left (resp. 
right). 
As before there are unique positive Bore1 measures h’, on B, such that 
j,, Xv dp = j” 2: dv + - s,~ L’ dv , I’ E a. (6.10) 
Ei 
Moreover, if u and XU or (X+ h) u belong to L,,(/i, dp) where 1 d p < CL, 
then u has a unique trace u + E L,,J B + , dv + ) such that 
(Xu,o)+(~1,Xt:)=~~~u+~dv+-Jb upvdv-, all c~@. (6.1 1) 
The test function space @ is exactly analogous to that considered in Sec- 
tion 5. 
DEFINITION. For 1 d p < 03, F, is the space of functions u in L,,(n, dp) 
such that (X+ h) u belongs to L&II, dp) and the trace u+ belongs to 
L,(Bk 3 dvv+ 1. 
We consider bounded linear operators 
A: &(A, 4) -+ &(A, 4); 
K:L,(B+,dv+)+L,(B ,dv ) 
and define the operator 
(X+h+A), 
to be the restriction of X+ h + A to the domain 
{u~F,:up =Ku+}. 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
THEOREM 9. Suppose A and K sati.fy (6.12), (6.13), w!here 1 < p < a, 
and suppose IlKI < 1. Then - (X + h + A )K generates a CO-semigroup 
(U(t)),,, in L,,(A, dp). Moreover 
1) U(t)11 de”‘a”, t > 0. (6.16) 
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Recall that a semigroup (U(t)),,, in L, is said to be positive if each U(t) 
is a positive operator, and is a contraction semigroup if each U(t) has norm 
II Vt)ll d 1. 
THEOREM 10. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 9, suppose then 
for some A0 E R, 
K30, (&- A) 3 0. (6.17) 
Then - (X+ h + A)k generates a positive semigroup. 
THEOREM 11. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 9, suppose thut 
,for all u E F,, 
s (sgn u)lul pm ‘(hu + Au) du 3 0. (6.18) A 
Then -(X+ h + A)k generates a contraction semigroup in L,(A, dp). 
Remarks. The Lumer-Phillips theorem [ 161 implies that the condition 
(6.18) is necessary for generation if a contraction semigroup, and is suf- 
ficient when the boundary a.4 is empty. Thus Theorem 11 shows that the 
condition is necessary and sufficient in the present context. Once again, 
positivity allows a formal weakening when p = 1. 
THEOREM 12. In addition to the hypotheses of’ Theorem 10, suppose that 
,for all negative u E F, , 
I (hu + Au) d/t 3 0. (6.19) A 
Then -(X+ h + A)k generates a contraction semigroup in L,(A, du). 
Remark. One cannot expect similar results in the space of measures. 
Indeed even for the simplest examples, such as A = Iw x [w, u = 0, the 
associated semigroup is not C,, and the natural “generator” is not densely 
defined. 
The case jj K/l = 1 can be handled as in Section 4. 
THEOREM 13. Suppose A and K satisfy (6.12) (6.13) und (6.17) where 
1 d p < CO. Suppose also that I/K11 = 1. Let K,, = E,,K where (e,,) is cm 
increasing positive sequence with limit 1, and let (U,,(t)), 20 be the semigroup 
generated by -(X+ h + A)K,. Then .for each t >, 0, U,,,(t) converges in the 
strong operator topology to U(t), und (U(t)),,,, is a C,-semigroup in 
L,(A, du) which satisfies (6.16). 
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Remark. See the remarks at the end of Section 4 for some further dis- 
cussion of the case /I KII = 1. 
7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 9 THROUGH 13 
The strategy in proving Theorems 9-12 is similar to that for 
Theorems l-4. One gives a direct construction for the resolvent operator 
when A = 0 and K = 0, then uses a Green’s identity to obtain the necessary 
estimates for the perturbed cases and thus to prove Theorem 9. Once 
Theorem 9 is known, Theorems l&12 follow from their counterparts 
Theorems 224. Similarly, Theorem 13 follows from Theorem 7. 
We begin with analogues of Propositions 1 and 2; these are proved in 
much the same way, as shown at the end of this section. 
PROPOSITION 9. Under the assumptions of Section 6, suppose u and 
(X + h) u belong to L,,( A, dp), w#zere 1 < p < x. Then u has a unique trace 
11 + in Lp.dB+, dv,). Ifu- is in L,,( B , dv ), then u + is in L,( B, , dv ~ ), 
klul” and lulp~‘Xu are integrable, and 
JBL lul”dv+ + PJ,, hlul”b 
=s iul”dv~- +p!” (sgnu)lulP~‘(Xu+hu)d~. (7.1) 
H A 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose f is in L,,( A, dp) and g is in L,,( B , dv ). 
Then ,for each 2 > 0 there is a unique ,function u in F,, such that 
(X+h+lw)u=,f; um =g. 
Moreover, [ff 20 and 820, then u>,O. 
(7.2) 
Proof of Theorem 9. Up to now we have taken our function spaces to 
be real, for physical reasons, but they could be taken as complex with no 
change in the proofs. Taking them to be complex we can invoke the 
Hille-Yosida theorem; thus it is enough to show that for any 3. > IIAII the 
problem 
(X+h+A+;l)u=.f, u =Ku+ (7.3) 
has a unique solution UE F,, and 
II4 d (A- IIAII) ‘Ilfll. (7.4) 
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The argument used to prove Theorem 1 shows that (7.3) has a unique 
solution u E F, provided 
Jb > IlA II and Cl +(j-- ItAll) ‘II41 IlKI < 1. (7.5) 
Suppose /I satisfies (7.5) and u is the corresponding solution of (7.3). Since 
11 KJl < 1, the identity (7.1) gives 
~LIIuIIpGj (sgn u)lulp ‘(j-Au)&< Ilu/I” llIf-A~ll (7.6) 
which implies (7.4). To extend the result to the full range j., > l/A 11 we 
choose jL satisfying (7.5), I,> A,, and write IL, = L - I.,. It is standard that if 
B has bounded inverse and if I&, < /I B ’ 11 ‘, then B - &Z has bounded 
inverse with norm 
ll(B-M) ‘l/d IIB ‘IIt - lh~l IIB ‘II) ‘. (7.7) 
Applying this with B= (X+ h + A + j”), we obtain invertibility of 
(X+ h + A + i.,), with norm estimate 
(I.- llA(I)--‘[l -i.,,(i- llAl/) -‘I ’ =(i., - IlAll) ‘. (7.8) 
Pro@ qf Theorems 10, 11, 12. Suppose ug belongs to the domain (6.15). 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 9, let (U(t)) be the semigroup 
generated by -(X+h+A),. Then u(., t)= U(r)tr, is a Cl-function on 
[0, co) with values in L,,(il, &L), and takes its values in the domain (6.15). 
Thus u is a solution to (2.27) on ,E = A x (0, 7) for any T> 0 with .f’= 0, 
g = 0; here we have extended A and K to functions on C and B x (0, T) 
by setting 
CA.f‘l(., 2) = AC.#I., t)lt IE(gl(.t t) = Kld~, r)l. (7.9) 
The assumptions of Theorem 10 (resp. Theorem 11 or 12) imply those of 
Theorem 2 (resp. Theorem 3 and 4) so U(T) u0 3 0 (resp. II U( T) uO/l ,< 
iluOi\). Since the domain (6.15) is dense in L,,(n, ~,LI), we obtain the desired 
results: the semigroup (u(t)) is positive (resp. a contraction semigroup). 
Proof c~f Theorem 13. For each t 3 0, the estimate (6.16) provides a 
uniform bound for the operators (U,,,(t)). Therefore it is enough to prove 
convergence of U,,,(t) u,, as m + a for each u0 in a dense subset of 
L,(n, &). We may treat the two cases u0 30 and u,<O and thus essen- 
tially reduce to proving convergence when 
U”ECf.(A), UC) 3 0. (7.10) 
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The functions u,,( ., t) = U,,,(t) ug are then solutions to (4.6) with f = 0 and 
!Tn = %. As shown in Theorem 7, these functions converge in norm in 
L,(/1, dp); indeed the convergence is uniform with respect to t on bounded 
intervals. 
Proof of Propositions 9 and 10. We proceed as in Section 5. Here the 
integral curves are not necessarily of finite length. We decompose /i into 
disjoint Bore1 sets 
A=A,uA,uA2uAjuA, (7.11) 
where A, is the set (6.7), which can be considered as the union of all 
integral curves having length zero. We take A, to be the union of all 
integral curves of tinite positive length, A2 (resp. A,) the union of curves 
which are infinite but are finite to the left (resp. right), and A, is the union 
of the integral curves which are infinite in both directions. These sets can 
then be represented as 
A,~{(x,s):.x~B’ ,O<s<l(x)); 
A ZzB” xR+; 
A ,zBB’;xR ; 
(7.12) 
A 4ZCXR. 
Here (B’ , B’!- ) is a partition of Bm , B’; is a subset of B, , and C is a Bore1 
subset of A which meets each integral curve in A4 exactly once. In these 
representations 
X=0 on A,,, .Y=p on A,,j>O. (7.13) 
,.S 
Arguing exactly as in Section 5 one shows that 
dp = dv, ds on A,,j>O (7.14) 
and that (v, , v2) and (v, , v3) give the appropriate measures v and v + , 
respectively. Having obtained these measures one argues as in Section 5 to 
obtain Propositions 9 and 10 on the sets A, and, therefore, on the union A. 
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